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Diaphragm operated 
control valve solutions
Pressure Relief Valves
A diaphragm style, pilot operated pressure relief valve 
responds only to a high pressure wave. If the standard 
operating pressure is 105psi (7bar), you can choose to set 
the relief pressure on the pilot slightly higher: for example, 
at 115psi (7.5bar). If an overpressure occurs (fast closing 
valves, etc.), the relief valve quickly opens and discharges 
water to atmosphere and reduces the overpressure. When 
the pressure has stabilized, the pressure relief valve closes 
and normal operation of the system resumes.

The selection and sizing of pressure relief valves are very 
important. Generally, a pressure relief valve should be 
sized for one quarter (25%) of forward flow. This guideline 
requires a detailed analysis by a transient specialist 
who looks at all factors before making a final, informed 
selection. The pressure relief valve is normally mounted 
off a tee on the header discharging to atmosphere.

A relief valve with an intermittent flow capacity of 25% of 
the maximum flow in the main pipeline is a good initial 
selection. If larger valves are needed, surge anticipating 
or “rate of rise” valves are often a better choice. Pressure 
relief valves do not have to be limited to pump stations and 
can be strategically located anywhere in the distribution 
system to deal with overpressures and transients.

It is also important to consider the discharge that is released 
from the relief valves when they react to the overpressure. 
The discharge can often be chlorinated water that poses 
dire consequences for fish bearing streams, landscaping, 
etc. A well-considered approach to the proper management 
of the discharged relief water is always required.

Surge Anticipating Relief Valves
Standard relief valves only start to open when the system 
pressure exceeds the pilot setting. Should the surge 
increase rapidly, standard relief valves may not have time 
to open and will then be ineffective.

Example of pressure relief 
valve, installation and 
applications.

Surge anticipating relief valves react to the period of low 
pressure after a power failure. A second pilot opens the 
valve whenever the system pressure falls below its set 
point. How low the second pilot is set should be carefully 
considered, but it should always be set lower than static 
less full flow friction. By sensing the dip in pressure, the 
surge anticipating relief valve has time to be at least 
partially open when the wave returns, thereby reducing 
the overpressure. The stable pressure after operation must 
exceed the pilot setting to ensure the valve closes and does 
not drain the entire pipeline. Correct sizing of the surge 
anticipating relief valve is very important and oversizing the 
surge anticipating relief valve can be a common mistake. 
Consulting with the valve manufacturer, or working with a 
knowledgeable surge consultant, is always recommended.

Surge anticipating relief valves need significant static 
pressure to operate properly. A minimum of 100ft (30m) 
is typical.

Sizing concerns for surge anticipating relief valves are 
similar to pressure relief valves. Selection and sizing are 
usually based on one quarter of forward flow. This should 
be verified by a transient specialist and surge anticipating 
relief valves must be sized correctly.

Surge anticipating relief valves are often a good selection 
when design criteria calls for valves 6” (150mm) or larger. 
This style of valve is often found on larger distribution and 
trunk mains. One of the most common problems with surge 
anticipating relief valves is when they are oversized and 
do not recover or close when the transient is completed. 
This is caused by friction from high flow returning due to 
the static head and insufficient header pressure. Bigger is 

Graph depicting effectiveness of surge anticipating relief valves.
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not necessarily better when it comes to surge anticipating 
relief valves. It is also very important that the sensing line 
(copper or stainless steel tubing) is routed directly from 
the header and not from the valve. This ensures accurate 
header sensing. Surge anticipating relief valves act as an 
insurance policy by allowing the valve to start opening 
before a peak on the transient returns. Surge anticipating 
relief valves can be easily tested and their operation can 
be replicated in a static condition in the field. This style of 
valve is very common and reliable.

Typical Surge Anticipating Relief 
Valves Application Case Study – 
Malaysia
Anticipating Surge Relief Valve: Size 300mm. The valve 
is installed in Kelinchi Water Pumping Station in Negeri 
Sembilan, Malaysia. The main header pipeline diameter is 
900mm.

Problem:

This pumping station had an unexpected power supply 
failure, which caused catastrophic damage to the pipeline. 
Some of the pipeline ruptured as a result of the sudden rise 
in pressure, causing the entire pump station to be closed 
down due to flooding. Since the pumps, valves and fittings 
were all underwater, the water utility had to engage divers 
to locate and isolate the supply pressure from the suction. 
After accomplishing this, the water was drawn out of the 
station, and the crew managed to restore the pumps. After 
this incident, the water utility took extra measures to 
ensure that the problem would not reoccur.

Objective:

The water utility studied proposals from consultant 
firms that examined the surge that was produced by the 
pumping station when there was an abrupt disruption 
in the power supply. In the report, the consultants 
recommended installing a large surge vessel to minimize 
the effects of a water hammer during power failures. The 
space required to install a surge vessel was great, and the 
cost was prohibitive. The utility wanted to know if a surge 
anticipating relief valve could offer an alternative solution 
for the system.

Solution:

This water utility had many installations of pilot operated 
control valves within the network. This included PRV, 

Examples of surge 
anticipating relief 
valves, installations and 
applications.

altitude valves, modulating float valves and surge 
anticipating relief valves. Some of the reasons for the 
successful installation of the surge anticipating relief 
valves are due to the simplicity of the operation, minimal 
space and, most important, the valve is purely mechanical 
(without electrical requirements). Based on the 
effectiveness of the past installations of surge anticipating 
relief valves within the network, the utility decided to 
employ a surge anticipating solution.

Conclusion:

Since the installation of the surge anticipating relief valve 
in June 2005, there have been several power failures in the 
pipeline. With the presence of the surge anticipating relief 
valve in the system, the utility has managed to avoid the 
problems that occurred prior to June 2005. 

Rate of Rise Relief Valve
Rate of rise relief valves add another safety feature to 
standard relief valves. The valves open when they detect a 
sudden change in pressure. On power failure, and after the 
low pressure interval, the returning wave starts building 
pressure. The rate of rise pilot senses this and immediately 
opens. The main valve may be partially open even before 
the system reaches its normal operating pressure, 
effectively reducing overpressure to an acceptable level. 
This valve model is very attractive, as it has positive 
pressure to force it open and closed. It removes the risk of 
failure to close, should the pressure not recover.

Rate of rise relief valves are similar to surge anticipating 
relief valves. The major difference is that downstream 
static pressure is not required for this valve to operate 
effectively, so downstream elevation is not required. 
The other major advantage of this type of valve is that 
sizing is not critical. If the valve is oversized, it will 
recover and close on conclusion of the transient. It is still 
recommended that the valve be sized for one quarter 
of forward flow. However, if oversized, the valve will 
still function as required. The rate of rise relief valve 
starts opening immediately when pressure begins to 
rapidly rise. This valve utilizes a nitrogen bladder that 
allows very accurate sensing of pressure rise. This is an 
excellent selection if the local topography has minimal 
static pressure available, or if oversized valves may be 
specified knowingly or unknowingly. Again, it is always 
recommended to get a transient specialist to assist in 
valve sizing, location and selection.

Malaysian surge anticipating relief valve installation.
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Surge Anticipating Relief Valve 
(electrically timed closure after 
power failure at pumps)
This valve is similar to the surge anticipating relief 
valve, with the exception that the low pressure pilot is 
replaced with a solenoid valve. All other sizing protocol 
and design criteria remain the same. No static pressure 
is required, because the valve closes on a timer. The 
valve opens on either power loss, or by way of the 
high pressure pilot. If power loss is the major concern, 
then this style of valve can be an excellent selection. 
Timing for the solenoid to close is normally coordinated 
with the critical period – the time it takes for the surge 
return. Always consult with a transient specialist for 
sizing and selection concerns.

Electronic Control to Respond to Any 
Out of Limit Signal
Any diaphragm operated control valve can be designed 
to respond to any out of limit signal. A battery and 
timing device are required. These valves can respond to 
flow or pressure transmitters utilizing 4–20 mA signals 
or switches (either ON or OFF). There are numerous 
variations depending on the application.

Examples of rate of rise relief 
valves, installations and 
applications.

Examples of surge anticipating relief valves (electric), installations 
and applications.
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industries

Pump design techniques that 
ensure our pumps are 
manufactured to last
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